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The Manifold Works of God

(Psa 104:24 KJVR)  O LORD, 
how manifold are thy works! in 

wisdom hast thou made them all: 
the earth is full of thy riches.
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Matthew Poole - an English Dissenter 
(Christ is the head of the church – not the 
king or pope) commented on this psalm 
about 1676…

“This psalm declares and celebrates the 
wonderful and gracious works of God to all 
mankind in the creation of this visible world, 
and in the wise and powerful disposition of 
all things therein to man’s use and comfort.”
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Like Christmas Morning…
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The Miracle of Earth
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(Psa 104:1 KJV)  Bless the LORD, O my soul. O LORD my 
God, thou art very great; thou art clothed with honour and 
majesty.

(Psa 104:2 KJV)  Who coverest thyself with light as with a 
garment: who stretchest out the heavens like a curtain:

(Psa 104:3 KJV)  Who layeth the beams of his chambers 
in the waters: who maketh the clouds his chariot: who 
walketh upon the wings of the wind:

(Psa 104:4 KJV)  Who maketh his angels spirits; his 
ministers a flaming fire:

Really - (Leeser) Who maketh the winds his messengers; 
the flaming fire his ministers;
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(Psa 104:5 KJV)  Who laid the foundations of the 
earth, that it should not be removed for ever.

(Psa 104:6 KJV)  Thou coveredst it with the deep as 
with a garment: the waters stood above the 
mountains.

(Psa 104:9 KJV)  Thou hast set a bound that they 
may not pass over; that they turn not again to cover 
the earth.

(Psa 104:10 KJV)  He sendeth the springs into the 
valleys, which run among the hills.

(Psa 104:13 KJV)  He watereth the hills from his 
chambers: the earth is satisfied with the fruit of thy 
works.

Water - Truth
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(Psa 104:14 KJV)  He causeth the grass to grow for 
the cattle, and herb for the service of man: that he 
may bring forth food out of the earth;

(Psa 104:17 KJV)  Where the birds make their nests: 
as for the stork, the fir trees are her house.

(Psa 104:18 KJV)  The high hills are a refuge for the 
wild goats; and the rocks for the conies (rabbits).

(Psa 104:19 KJV)  He appointed the moon for 
seasons: the sun knoweth his going down.

(Psa 104:27 KJV)  These (man & beast) wait all 
upon thee; that thou mayest give them their meat in 
due season.
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(Psa 104:29 KJV)  Thou hidest thy face, they are 
troubled: thou takest away their breath, they die, 
and return to their dust.

• Wrath of God – Against Sin

(Psa 104:30 KJV)  Thou sendest forth thy spirit, 
they are (re)created: and thou renewest the face of 
the earth.

• Millennial Blessing 
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(Psa 104:31 KJV)  The glory of the LORD shall 
endure for ever: the LORD shall rejoice in his works.

David’s Attitude…

(Psa 104:33 KJV)  I will sing unto the LORD as long 
as I live: I will sing praise to my God while I have my 
being.
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(Psa 104:24 KJVR)  O LORD (Jehovah), how 
manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made 
them all: the earth is full of thy riches.

Manifold - numerous - as the drops of rain in a 
thunderstorm

riches - treasures – things created or purchased or 
redeemed
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There was a time when:

– there were no works at all

– the earth was not full

– there were no riches
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God planned it and made it happen…

(Isa 46:10 KJVR)  Declaring the end from the 
beginning, and from ancient times the things that 
are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, 
and I will do all my pleasure:

Where did it all begin??
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(Joh 1:1 Diag)  In a beginning was the Word, and 
the Word was with the God, and a god was the 
Word.

(Joh 1:3 KJVR)  All things were made by him...

(Col 1:15 KJV)  … the firstborn of every creature:

(Col 1:16 KJV)  For by him were all things created,

(Col 1:17 KJV)  And he is before all things…

(Rev 3:14 KJV)  And unto the angel of the church of 
the Laodiceans write; These things saith the Amen, 
the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the 
creation of God;

God’s creation of the Logos
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Then… the Logos created:

Lucifer and the angelic host..

And then…

The Universe…
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(Psa 19:1 KJV)  The heavens declare the glory of God; and 

the firmament sheweth his handywork.
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Psa 8:3  …consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers



17Psa 8:3  …the moon and the stars, which thou hast 
ordained;
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Copper    Silver       Gold
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13-14 billion years ago…
God created the Universe…
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Pure Energy
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Three Basic Particles

Proton

Neutron

Electron-
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One Grain of Salt…
35 Billion-Billion Protons/Neutrons

Room for 35,000 Billion-Billion-Billion!!!
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Nucleus = Running track

Electron = Cantaloupe
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Three Tiny Basic Particles

Proton

Neutron

Electron-
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Four Forces

• Gravity

• Electromagnetic force

• Strong nuclear force

• ( Weak nuclear force )
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Need more elements!!

Build them up!!
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Electromagnetic Force

Protons Repel each other!!
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Strong Nuclear Force

Protons Attract each other - Fusion!!

VERY Close range – VERY high temp
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But How ??
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20,000 Trillion-Trillion Tons of H & He

Gravity
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A Star is Born !!

20,000 Trillion-Trillion Tons of H & He



32Stars – Nuclear Furnaces
Element Factories!!!

Sun Hot Blue Blue Giant
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Helium

70 million degrees
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Carbon

200 million degrees
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Magnesium

700 million degrees
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Over Billions of years…
heavier elements are made 

inside the star…
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But - the heavier the 
element, the less
energy produced!!
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Until Iron - which 
consumes energy
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Iron Energy Absorbed!!

Over 2.7 Billion Degrees
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Less than a 
Second…
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Gravity 
Implodes 
the Star
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Core
Reaches

100° Billion
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In the next few 
seconds…
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In the next few 
seconds…

All the Elements…
Thrown into Space!!



45Orion Nebula

25 light years
(146 trillion miles)



46About 4.6 Billion Years Ago…
Gravity Brought Gas and Dust Together
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A Star Forms at the Center
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The star pushes debris away as planets form
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Early Earth Impacts
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Early Earth - Molten

Heavy Elements

(Iron, Copper, Gold, Silver)

Sink to the Core!!
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Early Earth - Molten

Restitution 
would be

Impossible!!
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Early Earth - Molten

How did God 
Prevent 
this??
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Answer: The Moon

10 Times
Too Big
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If it formed while orbiting the earth…

Should be
this size…

It must have 
formed by…
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Collision!!
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Moon Formation Simulation

Giant Moon

Faster Rotation

23.5° Axis Tilt

Heavy Elements 
on Surface
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23.5  Axis Tilt - Seasons

Light from
the Sun

North
Star
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23.5° Axis Tilt - Seasons

Spring
Equinox

Winter
Solstice

Fall Equinox

Summer
Solstice
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God Made Earth into a Giant Clock to Count Years 
for Time Prophecies!!!

Spring
Equinox

Winter
Solstice

Fall Equinox

Summer
Solstice



Late Heavy Bombardment
Deposits Metals on Earth’s Surface
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Comet Bombardment Brings Water
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Protection From Solar Wind

Hot Particles at 1,000,000 miles per hour

Earth’s
Magnetic Field
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Solar Wind on Other Planets

Mars Venus
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Earth - Aurora Borealis
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4.5 billion years after earth formed 

Earth – without form, void, dark

Vailian Theory:

Hot earth with canopy 
of suspended water 
and minerals that  

blocked out sunlight
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Creative Week: 4 Parts
Each Day = 7000 years

1. (2 days) – prepare earth for life - light & atmosphere
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“Let there be light” & “firmament” (atmosphere)

Vailian Theory:

Opaque layers fall…
light penetrates…
atmosphere forms
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“Let there be light” & “firmament” (atmosphere)
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Creative Week: 4 Parts
Each Day = 7000 years

1. (2 days) – prepare earth for life - light & atmosphere

2. (2 days) – vegetation, shellfish, sun & moon revealed 
(to lay down limestone, coal, oil – for man)
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Day 4 - “two great lights” revealed

Vailian Theory:

mineral layers fall…
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“two great lights” revealed

Vailian Theory:

water canopy remains
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Carboniferous Period

Lush Growth

Thick Atmosphere



71Dragonflies - Today

6 in.

6 in.



72Dragonflies - Carboniferous Period

30 in.

6 in.

Higher Oxygen Pressure

Meganeuropis
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Vailian Theory is 
Correct !!

30 in.

6 in.

Dragonflies - Carboniferous Period
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Dragonfly 
(Swamp Darner)

Vailian Theory is Correct!!

Meganeuropis
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Creative Week: 4 Parts
Each Day = 7000 years

1. (2 days) – prepare earth for life - light & atmosphere

2. (2 days) – vegetation, shellfish, sun & moon revealed 
(to lay down limestone, coal, oil – for man)

3. (2 days) – moving creatures – fish, cattle, etc.
final preparation for man

4. (end of 6th day) – Perfect Man – God’s Masterpiece
Male and Female
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Man’s Capacity

Moral Sense

A201
The character of the mental operations of (the 
divine mind and the human mind) are the same. 
With the same data for reasoning, and under 
similar conditions, these different natures are 
able to arrive at the same conclusions.

(Isa 1:18 KJV)  Come now, and let us reason 
together, saith the LORD: though your sins be as 
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though 
they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.
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God’s Works

• Perfect man given perfect law

• All condemned in the man Adam

• All can be ransomed by…
“the man Christ Jesus”
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1653 Years Later – The flood

Hydro-Plate Theory
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Earth after the flood
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Rainbow Covenant
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In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the 
midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar at the border 
thereof to the LORD.  And it shall be for a sign and for a 
witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for 
they shall cry unto the LORD because of the 
oppressors, and he shall send them a savior, and a 
great one, and he shall deliver them.
(Isa 19:19-20 KJV)
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365.242
cubits

1 Year = 365.242 Days

Pyramid 
Base



Earth’s Precessional Cycle = 25,770 years

North Star

Years 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,770
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Sum of Diagonals = 25,827 inches

Earth’s Precessional Cycle = 25,770 years
Accurate to 0.2%

Pyramid 
Base

25 inches
per 
cubits
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Make a Circle from the Base Perimeter

Radius of Circle = Height of Pyramid
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Height of Pyramid = 484.9 feet

1 Billion x Height = Distance to Sun
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Moon

Earth
Earth

= .273Moon
Earth
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What Does All This Mean?

Can we build a similar pyramid
…on another planet?

Let’s try it out!!
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Step 1.

Base Length = Days in 1 Solar Year

Pyramid
Base
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Pyramid
Base

25 inches
per cubit

Step 2.

Sum of Diagonals = Precessional Cycle in Years
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Step 3.

1 Billion x Height = Distance to Sun
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Height of Pyramid = Radius of Circle
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Moon

Planet
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Base Length Sets:

1. Length of Year
2. Precessional Cycle
3. Distance to Sun
4. Earth-Moon Ratio

Four Independent Features

Impossible!! – Even for God…
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Unless…

God designed the Pyramid first

Then…Earth, Sun, Moon, Stars ….

ALL designed to fit the Pyramid
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My help cometh from the 
LORD, which made heaven 
and earth. Psa 121:2
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Great Pyramid shows 
God’s Plan and Purposes

Sun, Earth, Moon, Stars, etc. 
follow the Pyramid
…and not vice versa
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For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, 
and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and 

maketh it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the 
sower, and bread to the eater:

(Isa 55:11 KJV)  So shall my word be that goeth forth out of 
my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it shall 

accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the 
thing whereto I sent it.

Isa 55:10 KJV
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(Psa 104:24 KJVR)  O LORD, how 
manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast 

thou made them all: 
the earth is full of thy riches.


